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NEW VET SURGERY
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• Longest established practice in the area with an
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• All our own 24 hour emergency cover provided by our
own vets - we are now the only practice in the area to
provide this service
• Highly experienced team of caring vets and nurses
• Free nurse clinics
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• Please visit us online www.templeendvets.co.uk

VETERINARY SURGERY

Holmer Green - 01494 714630
Mon - Fri 8am -12pm
Mon, Weds, Fri - 2pm - 6.30pm
Tues, Thurs 2pm - 5pm
56 Earl Howe Road, HP15 6QT
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Welcome to the Winter Edition of the GKRA Newsletter
As I write this, we are about halfway through Lockdown Number 2.
Although it was not wholly unexpected, the prospect of a winter
lockdown and the uncertainty of whether we will be able to celebrate
Christmas with family and friends, will start to take its toll on many within
our community. Now the evenings are darker, and villagers are not out
and about so much, please can everyone keep an eye open for their
elderly or vulnerable neighbours. There is still help and support out there
for those who may need it – the WhatsApp groups are still in operation,
as is Great Kingshill Helps, so hopefully our village will pull through. The
cases of Covid-19 are still rising in the Wycombe area, so we still need
to remember to keep our distance and wear a mask whenever possible,
but the encouraging news this week is the possibility of a vaccine being
made available in the not-too-distant future.
Many of us, having started walking the local footpaths during the spring
and summer, are continuing to appreciate the wonderful area in which
we all live. Now there are many more villagers working from home, they
should have more time to take advantage of the local countryside and all
it has to offer. This year saw bumper crops of berries in the hedgerows; I
am sure I’m not the only one who took the opportunity of making
flavoured tipples and vinegars from the bounty on offer. (See the recipes
later in this newsletter.)
As you will already know, many of our usual events have been cancelled
this autumn. Sadly, there was no Bonfire and Fireworks; this is probably
the biggest event of the year for the village, but social distancing would
not have been possible – let’s hope next year’s event will go ahead as
planned. The Carols in the Village will also probably not go ahead this
year unless government guidelines change dramatically in the coming
weeks.
Early in 2021 the village shop will be celebrating its centenary – the early
days of the business are detailed in an article by Reg Free (the son of
the original owner) later in the newsletter. It is good to know that some
things will carry on whatever is going on in the world around us. We
would love to include more stories of past times in Great Kingshill. If you
know of any local history, please send us an article for the Spring
edition.
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Thank you to everyone who has already contributed to the newsletter,
and if you would like to get in touch please email us at
gkra.newsletter@gmail.com
A couple of points to note – the views expressed in this newsletter are
not necessarily the views of the editors or the GKRA committee, and the
editorial team reserve the right to edit copy as they see fit. We do not
have an unlimited number of pages, so hope that you will understand if
your contribution has been shortened in order to fit it in.
Looking forward to hearing from you; copy for the next edition is
required by mid-February.
Stay safe and well.
Rose 712207

Myriam 711314

Residents’ Association Officers
Chairman – John Golledge, chairman@greatkingshill.org
Secretary – Jackie Goodfellow, jag200509@gmail.com
Treasurer – Shirley Challis, 07771 567921

Chairman’s Report
As I write, we have just entered a new, second, lockdown, so I am
hoping that by the time you read this, things will be looking a little
brighter and we will be looking forward to the possibility of a (nearly)
normal Christmas.
Although there have not been able to be any public events in the village
for some time now, the Residents’ Association committee has continued
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meeting monthly by “zoom” to ensure that any issues that might affect
the village are properly considered.
“Zoom” was also the venue for the AGM at which twelve villagers heard
what had been happening over the past year and decided to re-elect the
committee en-bloc. This is now my third year as chairman and in
accordance with the constitution I will be looking to stand down at next
year’s AGM so this is your opportunity! Our treasurer is also now into her
fourth year in post, only allowed as a result of the change in the
constitution a few years ago, so if you are good with numbers and would
be willing to lend your expertise to the Association please do get in
contact with us. For those for whom either of these roles would seem a
bit too much we are always looking for new committee members or you
can come along to a committee meeting as an observer to make your
views known on a particular subject or just to see how we work.
Although things have not been normal for the past 9 months, we have
been trying to think of different ways to keep some activities going in the
village. It was therefore a double disappointment that having had to
cancel the regular fireworks display due to the restrictions in place, the
guy competition that we launched in its place was so poorly supported.
Our thanks and congratulations however to those who did enter – you
can find pictures and a write up elsewhere in this issue. Also, elsewhere
in the magazine you will find a write up of the Remembrance Sunday
wreath laying ceremony which this year had to be held as a closed event
due to government guidelines.
By now, hopefully the village is starting to look Christmassy – we would
encourage everyone to put up Christmas lights in their front gardens so
that we may all enjoy them and elsewhere in the magazine you will also
find details of a children’s Christmas quiz being arranged around advent
windows which it would be good to participate in.
Finally, Christmas is of course a time of hope and it was only on 9 th
November that we heard of the success achieved by Pfizer in the
preliminary results of the trials for their Covid19 vaccine. By the time this
reaches you, I sincerely hope these results will have been confirmed and
we can all look forward to some better news in 2021.
Wishing you all a good Christmas and a peaceful and happy New Year!
John Golledge
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Pilates & Yoga with Pamela
Via Zoom!
07759 831706

Printer to insert two quarter page ads, KJ windows and
Pilates with Pamela

Half page ad universal care
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News from our local councillors
Reflections on 2020
As we near the end of the year I am looking to provide you with a short
reflective update on the activities of Hughenden Parish Council. I feel
confident in saying that this time last year no one reading this article
could have foreseen the unprecedented events that would transpire in
2020.
I am pleased to say that despite lockdowns and other constraints the
Council Office and our service partners have continued to deliver the
high level of service that our residents expect. While the Office has
remained closed to the public since the first lockdown, all activities
including council meetings have continued in a virtual environment.
Members of the public are encouraged to join these meetings. It would
be most helpful if residents contact the office using the email address
clerk@hughendenpc.org.uk rather than by phone as the office is
generally unmanned.
We have seen a substantial increase in communication from residents
regarding traffic, speeding and parking concerns. The Parish Council
has no powers to respond to these concerns and we refer you to
Thames Valley Police for breaches in abiding by road traffic laws and to
Fixmystreet.com to report issues regarding the condition of the highway.
HPC have invested in Motor Vehicle Activated Signs located throughout
the Parish to alert drivers as to their speeds, but these are manned by
volunteers and this team is anxious for new people to get involved in
order to continue this service.
Hedges remain a concern and with an extremely short season during
which we may legally cut hedges and the vagaries of the weather, not all
the hedges were cut in the early part of the year. Work started again in
September and continues when weather and surface conditions allow.
Of course, HPC only owns a few hedges, we manage a further small
number on behalf of Buckinghamshire Council but the majority are
owned by private landowners and we cannot legally cut these. We
would ask everyone to inspect the other side of their hedges and cut
them back so that they don’t encroach into footpaths and roads.
While the Council have no Covid lockdown responsibilities, after
consultation with the local volunteer groups it was agreed that the
Council would set up a virtual forum where information, ideas and best
practices could be shared. This proved to be beneficial and has been reestablished for this lockdown.
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This was to have been an election year but due to the Covid restrictions
these have been postponed until May 2021; Councillors were requested
to continue for a further year, and I am pleased to say that all Councillors
agreed to do so. The co-option in July of further Councillors now means
that we are 3 short of the full complement of 15. Your Councillors have
been active in a number of issues that impact on residents such as
support of the objections to the development at Clappins Lane in the
Naphill and Walters Ash Ward.
One major project this year has been to survey all the trees on Council
land to identify any required action to keep them in a healthy condition,
and as a result across the Parish this winter you will be seeing our
qualified contractors undertaking the work to attend to the trees. There
will be an ongoing program over a number of years.
Thanks to a donation from Binders Ltd the railings around Cockpit Hole
have been painted, repairs and staining will be undertaken to the
wooden furniture and railings by the water. Early next year we will see
work start on planting trees in both the Old Allotment and the Common.
Also, developments will take place in the two playgrounds owned and
managed by the Council which will see new equipment being installed.
I am writing this as we have just entered the second lockdown so would
like to wish you the very best with a plea to adhere to the government
regulations so that hopefully next year, we will all be able to enjoy our
Parish.
Stay safe.
Paul Nicholls, Chairman, Hughenden Parish Council

We live in the most challenging times, but we have so many people who
are helping each other. For example, can I thank our local shops who
are supporting our residents, so it is equally important to support them if
possible. The Bucks Council are putting out up to date information of
guidance on how to protect ourselves and trying to keep all communities
safe and supporting our everyday life.
I keep in contact with our Parish Council and the Residents’ Association
to deal with any issues in our area. The School and the Village Hall plus
the cricket club are continuing to do a great job trying to make life as
normal as possible. Cockpit road has now been completed; can I thank
all the residents who have contacted me who are very happy with the
result of the work done.
Keep safe, David Carroll, District Councillor
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One Hundred Years
Sold! a 70x70 feet square of land on the edge of Wycombe Heath for
£50! One of the outcomes of the dissolution of the Dormer Estate at
Peterley Manor.
Gerald Free was my father. He was born at Well Cottage, Bryant’s
Bottom in 1897 and attended Hampden Village school; in 1909 he was
apprenticed to the retail side of Kearly and Tongue Ltd, of Mitre Square
London, one of the leading importers of quality foodstuffs in Great
Britain. KT’s retail side had a training school in White Heart Street, High
Wycombe. By 1920 Gerald was ready to fulfil his ambition to be his own
boss; he was determined to build a shopping facility for the people who
were to live in the “Homes for Heroes” proposed for the area.
Great Kingshill, as the area was named, already had the New
Road “development” and more was planned around the half dozen farms
in the locality. The Penn bus company was running a bus service from
High Wycombe to Great Missenden and Gerald Free’s plot was at the
crossroads of two paths across the Chiltern Hills. The little prefab store
he erected on the corner of Hatches Lane was the fulfilment of Gerald’s
dream. On the first of January 1921 a Mrs. West walked into the new
shop and ordered a half a pound of streaky bacon and became his first
customer!

Printer to insert photo of outside of shop
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Gerald rode out to the surrounding villages taking grocery orders from all
the big houses in the area. His first deliveries were made on a bicycle
with large baskets fitted front and rear. Subsequently the orders became
so comprehensive that he invested in a little Morris Minor van. The
business flourished and the little Morris delivery van with the “Alert
Grocery Service” logo could be seen as far away as Thame. It was time
to expand. His accountant found an architect from Aylesbury and Gerald
asked the local builder George Biggs to build him a suitable property
incorporating his own ideas for a “shop in the countryside”.
A young lady, Margery Crutchfield, also from the village, had been
looking after the paperwork of the business, and in 1929 Gerald and
Margery were married at Prestwood Church. Legend has it they afforded
a trip to Great Hamden for their honeymoon! The timing was not very
convenient since there was a very large mortgage to service and it was
the beginning of a major financial depression. However, the business
survived and by the time of the Coronation of King George VI it was
back on an even keel.

Printer to insert photo of inside shop

Gerald had the building decorated for the occasion. On each corner of
the building was a shield and crossed flags of each of the four
dominions, Canada, Australia, South Africa and India. This
demonstrated his confidence, and a picture was even published in the
“News Chronicle” of the day. The business was growing, and its
reputation spread far beyond the surrounding villages.
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War was declared in 1939 and the staff were conscripted to serve in the
forces. Rationing was introduced and deliveries were curtailed by petrol
rationing. The 1939-45 war put great pressure on Gerald and his wife,
but they had a growing family of boys who assisted them in their efforts
to ensure “The Alert Stores” lived up to its name. Gerald was too old to
serve in the forces, but the shop played its part. It became a focal point
for the emergency services and a first aid centre. The property was also
reinforced to withstand bomb blast.
Then came peace and there was found to be a box of pre-war fireworks
in the warehouse loft which was put to good use on VE Day.
The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth was also an opportunity for the shop
to celebrate and funds were collected to plant the various trees now
seen decorating the Common.
In 1956 Garth, the second of Gerald’s three sons took over the business.
He wanted to modernise. There was, however, great competition from
the new supermarkets and methods of food distribution were changing
fast. A self-service system was introduced and wholesale food
purchases were made through various buying groups. But the
amalgamation of the food industry proceeded apace and made
purchases by individual retailers of groceries uncompetitive. It was
necessary to be part of a large group or it was impossible to survive. At
this point, Garth became seriously ill and decided to sell the business.
The shop is still successful and a centre of village life. It has undergone
a visible transformation but Gerald Free would still recognise the building
and would appreciate the role it is still playing in the village. Long may
the success of the Great Kingshill Village Stores endure and hopefully
someone will be writing about its further achievements over the next
hundred years.
R R Free
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Kingshill Helps
It is with some regret that I am writing again, as we enter another
lockdown. Lots in 2020 has been upsetting and beyond my control. So
this is part of a focus on what is in my control - like many of you, it is
about showing care for my loved ones and local community.
Earlier this year I really enjoyed the caring positivity of this volunteer
group and the lovely people, isolators and various connections that were
made across the village. The challenge is now that we are sadly in
lockdown 2.
I feel my resilience has been tested with this second lockdown and it is a
real challenge to embrace a 'thrive rather than survive' mindset, but I am
determined to do this. I know spirits get lifted by connecting with local
people and positive attitudes again, as well as fill a needed role for
some.
So just to remind on our approach
•
•
•
•

•

•

No one is alone (whether recipient or volunteer), there is support
available
Our support typically fell into 3 areas in lockdown 1 - shopping, 2 pharmacy and 3 - a friendly chat
We have a central email address, greatkingshillhelps@gmail.com
(feel free to pass it to anyone) for enquiries of help or support.
We operate typically at a street level or couple of streets, so that
there is no central database but rather neighbours providing
support to each other
We will centrally coordinate help if required, beyond the street
level. e.g. Jigsaw swap is still allowed, and I have two piles of
jigsaws which have been stored since last time. I will take photos
tomorrow and send them to those that have already enquired.
Please do get in touch if you want to borrow any and have them
dropped to you or a neighbour.
We are part of the Parish network of community support if extra
help is required. They had a meeting recently which reminded us
of our local delivery services such as Post Office and Spar which
are still running, and online availability with supermarkets such as
Sainsburys is still present.

One thing has changed since Lockdown 1 is that other people will be
helping me monitor this email address - many thanks to Suzanne and
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Peter, with back up from Bettina and Cath; another sign of this
community supportive team. We also trying to link with the local Street
Association which provides useful information as needed (example
attached - if you want a complete pack, just let me know).
I am not sure how many community activities will be possible within the
winter months (although Hughenden Parish Church is encouraging
winter lights) but we will be in touch with any updates and information
which we receive.
I haven't been notified of any volunteers leaving the group or of people
wanting to cease communications, but if you are in a changed situation
please just let me know? As usual, all feedback is welcome.
Lucy Partington

Printer to insert JRW ad please
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Christmas in Great Kingshill
There has been a fairly wide desire to light up the darker nights with
early Christmas decorations. We are also likely to see more
cancellations of events leading up to Christmas, which is a particular
shame for the children. Therefore, I propose to combine these two for
Great Kingshill with an idea already in place in Prestwood (coordinated
by Holy Trinity Prestwood) and Little Kingshill (coordinated by Kingshill
Baptist Church).
The aim is to create a whole-community activity, generating some
fun and light for all to enjoy at a dark and difficult time. This can be
done in a Covid-secure way as the creating and admiring of the
scenes are separate and should not generate any transmissions of
the virus.
WHY NOT CREATE AN ADVENT DECORATION /ADVENT
WINDOW AND SUPPLY ME WITH A RELATED QUESTION (OR SEND
ME A PICTURE AND I WILL COME UP WITH A QUESTION), TO
CREATE A QUIZ FOR THE CHILDREN OF THE VILLAGE TO
COMPLETE DURING THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY?
To take part, please do the following:
1. Create an advent scene in your window or front garden, so that it is
visible for the public. Advent is the time of waiting for Christmas, so any
one part of the Christmas story is more than welcome. There
is further information at www.facebook.com/PrestwoodAdventWindows
(Holy Trinity Prestwood) if you feel you would like some inspiration.
2. Ideally include lights so that the scene is visible in the evenings. This
should also provide some festive cheer for the early and late walkers
and runners, as well as children returning from school as the light fades.
You could have these lights on a timer so they can be on even if you are
not around. If you are further away from the road, but still visible, you
could decorate the house and have a more generic question on
Christmas eg "What is the origin of Boxing Day?"
3. Create a question (or 2) for the children's quiz - if there are enough
questions, we can produce different questions for different age groups.
Examples might be: "How many sheep can you see?" for the little ones,
or "What are the names of the 3 magi who came to visit baby Jesus after
he was born?" for the older ones or "In Dutch and German traditions,
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Saint Nicolas brings the children sweets and presents. On which day
does this happen?" or anything else you can think of. If you cannot think
of anything, send me a picture of your scene and I will try and come up
with a question.
4. Send me your address and question so I can compile a route and the
quiz(es) for the children. I propose to find a Covid-secure location for the
quiz sheets, with completed entries back to me, and then we can score
the entries and award the lucky winner a small prize.
5. Most schools start their holidays by 18 December, so the idea is to
have this in place by 19 December. This should give everyone enough
opportunity to create some atmospheric and festive scenes, and the
children to peer carefully at the displays as they go up around the
village. More can be added afterwards, but in order to be included in the
quiz, please have your quiz-related display ready by Friday 11
December, so that the questions can be put together and printed for
distribution. Hopefully this will help the children to build up some preChristmas excitement.
Happy creating, light-rigging and decorating and thank you on behalf of
the village residents and children!
Bettina Gothard, Hoppers House, Cockpit Road (sharing drive with
Hoppers Farm, pillar post box under swinging house sign up the drive on
left hand side), or email bettina.gothard@gmail.com or tel 715623.
If you want to see what similar events are happening locally and/or you
want to get involved further, please also see Kingshill Baptist Church in
Little Kingshill: www.kingshillbaptist.co.uk, or Martin Hatfield on 01494
865770; or Holy Trinity Prestwood:
www.facebook.com/PrestwoodAdventWindows, or Fran under email
families@htprestwood.org.uk

Printer please insert xmas candles photo
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ADVERTISE YOUR
LOCAL BUSINESS IN
THIS NEWSLETTER
We offer very competitive rates
with a discount for residents of
the village.
The Newsletter is distributed to
around 1000 households four
times a year.
To advertise please contact us
at

gkra.newsletter@gmail.com
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Call now to book your
FREE measure on

01494 713621
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BAY TRACKS LTD - Your local curtain track & pole specialist
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bay Window Curtain Tracks & Poles
Cord Operated Tracks & Poles
Automated Remote/Switch
Control Tracks & Poles
Traditional Hand Finished
Wooden & Metal Curtain Poles

•
•
•
•
•
•

Roman Blind Systems
Roller, Venetian & Vertical Blinds
Room Divider/Cubicle & Shower Systems
Covered Lathes
Pelmets & Pelmet Boards Shutters
Full Measuring, Fitting and Repair Service

We offer a bespoke custom colour match service, matching our poles to any colour of fabric or
paint you may have 2 Year Guarantee on all products & 5 Year Guarantee on Silent Gliss products.

Unit 16a, Binders Ind Est, Cryers Hill Road, Cryers Hill, High Wycombe, Bucks HP15 6LJ
sales@bay-tracks.co.uk
www.bay-tracks.co.uk
01494 713 621
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GKRA Guy Competition
We were very disappointed not to be able to run the annual bonfire and
firework event this year, but in order to celebrate the 5th November in
some way, we invited villagers to make a guy and display it on the days
coming up to Bonfire Night. We had some super entries, but not as
many as we might have hoped for. Unbelievably one of the guys was
taken overnight before the judges could see it, which was very
disappointing.
The GKRA would like to say a huge thank you to all of you that
participated.
The winners are below:
Adult winner: Betty Badminton
Under 12 winner: Disco Cabaret Girl

Disco Cabaret Girl

Betty Badminton
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Let’s ‘Light Up Hughenden’
has introduced its Three Tier System
which will limit our ability to meet
has come up with an idea to at least
help us take a stroll (safely) with its

bring as much light as possible during
It has certainly been a challenging
year for us all in more ways than one.
As the evenings draw in and winter

already signed up and we do hope that
all Wards will take the idea and develop

work with partners across the parish
keeping residents informed via its

If you would like to receive your own copy
then drop an email to the editor with

of topics from scams, mental health and

It is also available on our Facebook page,

website.

the wider community. Whilst there has
been a lot of sad news there are some
beacons of good news that should draw
us in.

Hilda Stearn

The renewed and sustained sense of
community has been amazing. Add to
this a willingness to look outside of our
immediate community through the

E: hughendensa@gmail.com
P: 07808 229476
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Cosy Winter Evenings
Now the nights are drawing in, and with little prospect of an
evening out, it is time to think about “comfort dressing”. A bit
like comfort food but you wear it rather than eat it. It’s time for
woolly bed-socks and pretty pyjamas, for cups of hot chocolate
in
front of
the fire
bingeing on your favourite box-set.
Fashion
article
to bewhile
emailed
We start with some beautiful blue and
white patterned pyjamas by Yawn. These
would be perfect for a lazy Sunday
breakfast – or maybe wearing all day!
Yawn 'Float Away' Pyjama set £89
www.loveyawn.com

This zingy coral pyjama set by Hesper Fox has
a boxy, relaxed shape and a comfortable,
roomy fit. The matching trousers have a long,
generously proportioned leg and a softly
elasticised waistband. The set is available in
several colours.
Hesper Fox Cleo cotton pyjama set £120
www.hesperfox.com

The Bromley parrot-print cotton pyjama set
has short trousers and is perfect for low-key
days spent lounging around the house.
Desmond and Dempsey 'Bromley Parrot' set
£150 www.desmondanddempsey.com
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Fashion article to be emailed

We hope you have found something you like to keep you warm over the
winter, or maybe you’ve seen something to give as a gift this Christmas.
Stay safe and warm
Sarajane Reynolds
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Gardens and wildlife - deserts or oases?
and inhospitality
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or oases?
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particular,
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Photo to be emailed
Photo to be emailed

Local lawn with three different waxcaps, mostly here the red Hygrocybe mucronella
Local lawn with three different waxcaps, mostly here the red Hygrocybe mucronella
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Paving over gardens has recently become quite a fad, encouraged by
numerous TV gardening and house-restoration programmes, which
occur many times a week, compared to the infrequency of programmes
such as David Attenborough's that put over the massive environmental
problems with which we are faced.
One solution might be to tax the amount of artificial surfaces in
gardens, although I suspect that politicians would be too chary of
offending so many people, whereas the future environmental cataclysm
that will result from not acting on these issues seems to weigh quite
lightly on their minds. While paving over gardens creates local
employment, the same result might be achieved by employing the same
people to restore paved gardens to a wildlife- and environmentallyfriendly state. The problem with getting rid of all these hard surfaces is
what to do with all the waste, which in itself could be a massive source
of pollution. Wooden decking and paving stones, where undamaged,
might be re-usable for construction, but plastic grass, in theory
recyclable, requires special costly equipment that makes it economically
unviable.

Small local garden with wide range of wildlife resources- plants, pond,
trees, and log-piles. Good water absorption, carbon retention, nectar
and other resources for insects, and lack of artificial material or
chemicals, together making a major contribution to the health of the
wider environment.
Tony Marshall
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Foraged Fruits
This autumn the hedgerows have provided us with bumper crops of
berries. I decided to take advantage of this bounty to make some
flavoured drinks and vinegars ready for the festive season. All the
following can be stored at room temperature.
Equipment needed:
• Jars with tight-fitting lids – Kilner jars are ideal
• Bottles for storage
• Muslin for straining the fruit
• Sieve
• Bottle brush and Campden tablets or boiling water to sterilise jars
and bottles
Preparing the fruits/berries
After picking and washing the fruits I put them in the freezer for a few
days. This helps to break the skins making life a lot easier later on. Once
thawed the skins can be broken further by crushing gently with a rolling
pin.
Sloe Gin
This is always a favourite for the winter months, and it is so easy to
make.
Half fill a large jar with the sloes. Add five tablespoons of sugar (more if
you like added sweetness) and top up with gin. Seal the lid and invert a
few times to dissolve the sugar, then store in a cool cupboard for at least
six weeks. Remember to invert the jar a few times every couple of days.
After the six weeks have passed strain the liquid and fruit through a
couple of layers of muslin, squeezing all the liquid from the fruits.
Transfer to a bottle ready for drinking. The gin is now a rich burgundy
colour and will keep for a couple of years (if you don’t drink it all over
Christmas!)
Cherry Gin
Cherries give a rich flavour to any spirits – you could use vodka or
brandy instead of gin. The recipe is the same as for the sloe gin, but you
may not need to add as much sugar. The bags of frozen cherries
available in most supermarkets work just as well as the fresh fruit.
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Blackberry Brandy
Having had an unopened bottle of brandy in the store cupboard for a few
years I decided to use it wisely. I followed the sloe gin recipe but added
less sugar and left the blackberries in the brandy for about two months
before straining and bottling.
Rose Hip Vinegar
Flavoured vinegars are becoming more common these days and making
your own is rewarding and simple. The larger Japanese rosehips, Rosa
rugosa, are the best but the ones commonly found in all local hedgerows
will give a great flavour as well.
Top and tail the hips and crush with a rolling pin. Half fill a large jar with
the hips. Dissolve 25% weight to volume of sugar in vinegar (apple cider
vinegar is best) and pour over the hips. Remember to invert the jar every
few days and leave in a cool cupboard for a minimum of one month. The
vinegar will become more like balsamic vinegar the longer it is left.
Again, strain through muslin and transfer to a bottle for storage.
Raspberry Vinegar
This is much quicker to make than rose hip vinegar, and there is no
need to freeze the fruits first. The vinegar will break down the soft fruit
very quickly.
Half fill a jar with raspberries, top up with apple cider vinegar and leave
for a minimum of two weeks. After straining blend in sugar to taste and
store in a cool place.
This recipe can be used for any soft fruit such as blackberries,
elderberries and redcurrants.
Remember – if you are foraging from the hedgerows make sure you
know which fruit you are picking as not all wild berries are edible. If in
doubt, use bought fruits.
Happy foraging - and drinking!

Rose Meech

Printer please insert photos of sloes and rose hips (colour)
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Village Hall article plus photos to be emailed
GREAT KINGSHILL VILLAGE HALL
NOTES FROM LOCKDOWN 2
The year so far: we are open, we are closed, we are open, we are
closed, we are open – or we will be by the time you read this, I hope.
After deep cleaning and introducing COVID 19 risk assessments and
terms of use, we were getting bookings back into the hall: education,
exercise, and entertainment, all within the ‘guidelines’ of course. Most
regular hirers had returned, although parties were not allowed. As I write
this, however, everything is on hold again, at least until 3rd December.
Who knows what the future holds, but we will do everything possible to
make sure the hall is there for the community whenever it is needed.
We made good use of the fist lockdown period, completing two major
projects: a new kitchen and refurbishing the hall floors. Now all we need
is people to be using it. Meanwhile, many regular activities are being
managed online by the event organisers, as listed at:
https://greatkingshill.org/images/pdfs/VillageHallContactsOct19.pdf
One very sad casualty of Lockdown 2 was the Remembrance
Day service and gathering. We still felt that it was important
to hold a short and focussed ceremony. ‘We will remember
them.’ was read, a respectful silence observed, and wreaths
were laid by John Golledge for the Residents’ Association,
Paul Nicholls for the Parish Council, David Carroll for Bucks
CC, and by myself for the hall.
The village hall AGM will take place on Zoom on Monday 23rd November
– notices (and invitations) are already placed around the village and
everyone on the GKRA mailing list will also be advised and invited to
‘attend’. Long-serving trustees Terry Williams and Harry Dobson will be
retiring at the AGM – we thank them for their huge contribution over very
many years. Fortunately we have some excellent new volunteers,
although we shall shortly be needing a new Bookings Secretary. An
AGM agenda, minutes, and financial report will be put on our web page:
https://greatkingshill.org/index.php/village-hall
Peter Jackling
Chairman, Great Kingshill Village Hall
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GREAT KINGSHILL VILLAGE HALL

- Bookings Secretary needed Our Bookings Secretary is leaving the area some time in 2021
so we need a new volunteer to fill the role, please.
A careful hand-over will be given, but the role includes:
- Responding to enquiries on time and cost
- Issuing booking forms and invoices
- Managing the online bookings diary
- Liaising with the hall caretaker as necessary
Ideally this should be one person, although a role split might be
considered. Whoever fills the role will be on the Hall committee,
which ‘normally’ meets four times a year.
Most of the mid-week bookings are regular hirers, whilst the adhoc bookings are often parties at the weekends. You can get
an idea of the types of activities from our web page:
https://greatkingshill.org/index.php/village-hall
(or from the graphics below!), although at the moment of course
bookings are almost non-existent.
For further information please contact me on:
07957 220649, or at: peter.jackling@btconnect.com
Peter Jackling, Chairman
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GREAT KINGSHILL VILLAGE HALL – CONTACT LIST
To know more about an activity, please call the contact below – or just go along at the given time
Badminton – Ladies
Ballet – Children
(see also Modern Dance)
Ballroom Dancing
Body Blitz

Tuesday 9.30-11.30 am
Tuesday

3.45-5.30 pm

Thursday 8.00-9.00 pm
Monday

7.15-8.30 pm

Chris Gould

01494 714566

Anna Hayward

07841 124697

Linda Paton

07980 951544

Alice Ramcharran

07500 772146

Body Control
Pilates Village
Friday
am same Alison
Wright
07813 540751
Printer
to insert
Hall9.30-10.30
contacts
as last
time please
Chiltern Alpine Plants

2nd Friday 7.30-10.30 pm

Chiltern Countryside Group

1st Saturday 2.00-5.00 pm

Chiltern 20s – Badminton

Fred Plumeridge

01296 668170

Linda Hughes

01628 530649

Monday 8.40-10.30 pm

Hazel Strathdee

01494 562689

Coffee Café

Friday 11.00 am-12.00 pm

Just turn up

Dance with Attitude - Children

Thursday 4.00-6.00 pm

Rebecca Beauchamp

07795 173581

Sylvia Briggs

01494 714127

Great Kingshill Ladies

(September-May)
(November-March)

2nd Wed

2.00-4.15 pm

Keep Fit

Thursday 9.45-10.45 am

Kath Essex

01494 714719

Line Dancing

Wednesday 7.30-9.30 pm

Donna Livingstone

01844 867052

Mah Jong

2nd and 4th Mondays
2.00-4.00 pm

Cathi Grainger

01494 715530

Meditation Group

Thursdays 1.30-2.30 pm

Tricia Godwin

07739 170963

Tuesday

Anna Hayward

07841 124697

Wednesday 9.30-10.30 am

Nicola Gibbs

01494 525459
07949 164613

Monday 4.45-5.45 pm
6.00-7.00 pm
Wednesday 6.15-7.15 pm

Rosie Lewin

07932 607116

Pilates with Pamela

Thursday 11.30-12.30 pm

Pamela Wilson

07759 831706

Seido Karate – Junior

Thursday 6.30-7.30 pm

Roger Thyer-Jones

01494 565341

Senior Fitness

Monday 10.30-11.20 am

Alison Wright

07813 540751

Sit & Sew

1st and 3rd Mondays
1.00-4.00 pm

Cathi Grainger

01494 715530

Susana Hansell

01494 713572

Modern Dance – Children
(see also Ballet)
Modern Pilates
Pilates

Table Tennis

Monday
Tuesday

5.30-6.45 pm

7.30-10.30 pm
7.30-10.30 pm

U3A – Discovering Science
The World We Live In

1st Friday 2.00-4.00 pm
3rd Friday 2.00-4.00 pm

Michael Wright
Paul Gilliam

07834 615595
07799 796289

Wycombe Scrappers
(craft group)

(generally) Last weekend in
month Fri pm & all day Sat

Alison Maclean

07966 149747

Alison Wright

07813 540751

Yogalates

Monday

9.15-10.15 am

To book the Hall, please call Carol Sammut on 07792 199151
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Full Moon ad – same as last time please
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New police protocol launched to assist blind and visually
impaired people
Thames Valley Police has launched a new protocol which
provides better security to visually impaired members of the
community who need to identify if a person at their front door is a
police officer.
The Visual Impairment Protocol (VIP) applies to anyone with a
visual impairment, whether with full blindness, with a guide dog, or
with any sight-impaired condition.
It can also be used by anyone who cares for, or supports,
someone who is visually impaired.
It is very important that police officers and other police employees
who come to the door for whatever reason are able to identify
themselves. Usually, when officers go to someone's property, they
have an identification card to identify themselves and prove who
they are.
However, it isn't as easy for visually impaired people who may not
be able to see a photograph or name on an identification card
clearly.
In short, the VIP works by setting up a password system at the
address of a visually impaired member of the community. When
an individual calls either 101 or 999 and informs the call handler
that they have a sight impairment, a password of their choice will
be agreed.
When an officer then visits that address, they will be expected to
state the password to the person answering the door. If they
cannot give the password, then they should not be allowed into
the address.
If you care for someone who has a visual impairment, or have any
friends, family members or colleagues with a visual impairment,
please highlight the protocol to them.
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Printer please insert road farm poster to be emailed
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Printer please insert volunteering poster

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
VOLUNTEERING

M A KE YO UR V O L U NTE E R IN G
C O U N T FO R MORE!

Your volunteering means:
- people in need get vital extra help
- general well-being in your local area improves
- you get the satisfaction of helping your community.

SUPPORT YOUR
COMMUNITY DURING THE
PANDEMIC - AND BEYOND

Right now we urgently need more organisers and
volunteers to set up street networks that are essential
to get the goods, services & information to where it’s
needed to fight the pandemic.
One of the best networks to help in this way is

CREATE A LASTING
NETWORK FOR YOUR ROAD

Neighbourhood Watch (NHW)
IF YOU DON’T HAVE A LOCAL NHW SCHEME, PLEASE
START ONE NOW TO HELP YOUR COMMUNITY AT THIS
CRITICAL TIME.
Unsure? Enter your postcode at ourwatch.org.uk to see
local schemes. It’s easy to start a scheme if you don’t
have one. If you already have a covid-support network,
give it a long-lasting legacy by joining it up to NHW right
away.

JOIN THE NATIONAL
MOVEMENT TO IMPROVE
LOCAL WELLBEING AND
FIGHT CRIME

We are stronger together
CONTACT US NOW AT: bucksnhw@gmail.com

WWW.OURWATCH.ORG.UK
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please insert easyplumb ad

Eazy plumb ad

Serving the community with
Reliable Plumbing & Heating Services:
Boiler & Central Heating Diagnostics
Boiler Servicing & Repairs
Central Heating & Boiler Installation
Gas Installations
Central Heating Power Flushing
All Domestic Plumbing & Heating

Fully Insured
Small Family business with 15 years of experience

Telephone Gary on

01494 716408 | 07818 085585
Our Accreditations:
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Please insert Thameside ad
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News from Bucks Council
All libraries in Buckinghamshire closed with the second period of national
lockdown restrictions. However, nine library buildings including Chesham and
High Wycombe reopened on Tuesday 10 November to offer our “Request
and Collect” service and provide essential access to computers for customers
who need it.
Please check the opening hours for the individual libraries before you do make
a journey so you don’t turn up on a day they’re usually closed.
Customers won’t be able to browse for books at these sites but will be able to
use the computers and collect books from these locations that they’ve
borrowed using Request and Collect.
All current loans will be extended until we are able to reopen, and no fines will
be charged. You can also return items at Aylesbury, Beaconsfield,
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Printer please insert churches ads 2 x quarter page

plus village environmental services ad half page
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CHAMELEON SINGLES GROUP
It has been an interesting year for Chameleon and like many groups we had hoped
by now to return to more “normal” events in our programme. Now of course what is
normal as we enter a second lockdown which means the group’s members can no
longer meet. The rule of six had served us well allowing us to meet for walks, drinks,
coffee mornings and meals out but that will no longer be possible for a while. It is
likely to be the New Year before we can look at doing some of our regular events
and perhaps enjoy some days out too.
The internet and in particular Zoom Video Conferencing has been a great way of
keeping in touch. During lockdown we will be running these sessions on a regular
basis that will be themed on the real event. By example we will have a virtual coffee
morning from the comfort of your own home. Similarly, our Lunch Club and Pub
Nights will run in the same way. Walks and outdoor events such as days out may be
a little bit trickier but we will see what we can come up with!
Of our recent events we had an early evening sunset walk around Penn Wood
starting out from The Squirrel at Penn Street. We did a loop following the outer area
of the wood for most of the way coming out by the church for the final walk along the
road back to the pub. A drink and light meal was enjoyed before returning home.
The Coffee Mornings and Pub events have been well supported although we have
had to limit these to a maximum of six people. This has meant it’s not possible for
everyone to attend the popular events but this has been necessary to ensure safety
and compliance with government guidelines regarding the Coronavirus.
We are still welcoming new members to our group. So, if you are single, 40-60’s,
looking for a great social life and new friends then why not give us a try? There are
no strangers at Chameleon, just new friends to be made both through our Zoom
meet-ups and at regular events where these are possible. We have several local
people from Great Kingshill, Widmer End, Prestwood, Hazlemere and surrounding
areas and you would be very welcome too. To find out more call our membership
secretaries Terrie on 01494 445816, Trevor on 01494 529067 or e-mail:
info@chameleonsingles.org.uk. Visit us on-line at www.chameleonsingles.org.uk for
more information and our current programme or connect with us through Facebook.
David Winterburn
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Remembrance Sunday
This year’s Remembrance Service was very different from usual. Social distancing
was observed as the wreaths were laid at the Village Hall, and just a handful of
villagers turned out to pay their respects. Let’s hope we will be able to remember as
usual next year.
Thanks to Jill Jackling and Jackie Goodfellow for the photos.

Printer to insert 2x remembrance photos – to be emailed

Working in the Pandemic
The pandemic has shown the need for natural green areas where people can spend
time re-invigorating both physical and mental health. These Prestwood Nature has
been able to supply in abundance and also continued to keep in contact with our
members via the website, Facebook and newsletters.
Boug’s Meadow in the centre of Great Missenden has proved a magnet for people
taking exercise through the summer and has received many compliments and thanks
for the hard work our volunteers put in. Sheepwash Pond in Prestwood has also had
many visitors taking their permitted exercise.
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The Pollinator Friendly Garden at Greenlands Lane, flourished with little help from
us. We were able to teach small groups of children about pollinators and our two
autumn walks also visited both Garden and Orchard.
Three of our members, volunteered to try to pass on their knowledge via the
Website. Each month Notes entitled What to look out for about plants, bumble bees
and butterflies were prepared by Karen, John and Val. The notes could be taken out
on individual walks if downloaded on to smart phones.
What are we planning for 2021? We shall need to work within current regulations.
We work safely on our sites – social distancing, lone working and use of masks and
sanitisers – all these help to keep us safe, and keep our sites open to be enjoyed.
We hope to run more walks through spring and summer so watch this space.
We would welcome more people to come and work with us. If you are interested in
nature and would like to spend more time in the open contact us via the website –
we would love to hear from you.

Printer to insert 2 x photos to be emailed
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HUGHENDEN
NEIGHBOURHOOD ACTION GROUP
Dear Vehicle Owner
NAG parking article

2020

We have received a number of complaints regarding the parking in Hughenden
Parish and would like to remind vehicle owners of the law and their responsibilities in
relation to this issue.

Vehicles that are causing an obstruction can be issued with a fixed penalty ticket and
in some cases removed.
An obstruction occurs when a vehicle is parked as follows:
•

Sufficiently on the pavement, preventing a pedestrian with a wheelchair or
pushchair from using the pavement.

•

Blocking a driveway, preventing another vehicle from exiting.

•

Two vehicles parked opposite each other preventing other vehicles from using
the road.

•

Too close to a junction and obstructing movement and visibility onto a main
road.

•

Obstructing, parking or partially parking on a dropped kerb

Please note – Yellow lines apply to the pavement, not just the road.

Residents can help by ensuring that their vehicles are always parked at their
property to help alleviate the issue.
Our team thank you for your consideration and support.
If you would like to speak to someone about the issue, please contact Hughenden
Parish Council or speak to a member of the Princes Risborough neighbourhood
police team to direct you

In partnership with
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ALL ASPECTS OF HARD AND SOFT
LANDSCAPING, PATIOS, DRIVEWAYS,
PORCELAIN SLABS, BRICKWORK, TURFING,
FENCING, DECKING, GROUNDS MAINTENANCE,
ARTIFICIAL GRASS, TREE SURGERY
SUPERIOR ATTENTION TO DETAIL
BOTH CONTEMPORARY AND TRADITIONAL
FINISH
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Scotts elite landscapes ad – same as last time

Established since 1997 • References available • Fully insured

Pipers ad – new one to be emailed

